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Abstract-Crowdsourcing allows us to utilize non-expert 

annotators in learning concept instead of using reference model. 

In machine learning domain, there are many papers which 

addressed this problem by assuming independency between 

annotators. While this assumption does not hold in real world's 

problems. In this paper we propose a hierarchical framework to 

model dependency between annotators. This cooperation of 

experts make the predicted model robust to deviation from 

ground-truth. Parameters are obtained using maximum 

likelihood estimator with an iterative EM algorithm. The 

mathematical derivations indicate that the precision of a follower 

annotator depends on precision of its followee expert. 

Experimental results on synthetic, UCI and MNIST datasets 

show superiority of the proposed algorithm in comparison with 

its competitors. 

Keywords-crowdsourcing; multiple-expert; cooperation of 

experts; hierarchical cooperation; classification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The lack of training samples with correctly labeled is a 
challenge that sometimes arises in classification and 
regression problems in machine learning. Labeling task is 
expensive and requires specialized experts in their own work. 
Crowdsourcing tries to provide labels from experts (more than 
one) with possibility of error in their annotations. Some 
disputes and concerns may exist between the comments of the 
annotators in practice. Instead of a ground-truth label that 
identifies the class, samples give several uncertain labels from 
many annotators. The purpose of crowdsourcing-based 
learning methods is to estimate the hidden ground truth labels 
from different opinions and also ranking annotators depending 
on sensitivity and specificity of their labels. 
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In crowd sourcing method there is no true label and each 
expert (or annotator) can be considered as a classifier which 
suggests labels for samples. By combining labels of all 
annotators, the almost true label is then estimated. Another 
important task is to determine the classifiers or regression's 
weights, so that new samples from unlabeled dataset can be 
classified. 

The assumption of independency between sample and 
annotators is often considered for the rest of derivations on 
most crowdsourcing based methods. Although this assumption 
is somehow far from real word's problems and this may lead 
to deviation of experts. In this paper we proposed a novel 
hierarchy framework for classification based on 
crowdsourcing which considers relations between annotators. 
The proposed algorithm prevents the deviation of better 
annotators to non-specialist ones. 

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follow. In 
section II the related works from perspective of visual 
probabilistic models is discussed. As an introduction to 
learning from crowds, Raykar model is introduced in section 
III. In section IV proposed model and its theory is introduced. 
Section V consist of experimental results of on syntactic, UCI 
and MNIST datasets. Conclusions is given in section VI and 
finally some appendix proofs are presented in section VII. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Some models in the literature that will be discussed IS as 
follow. 

A. Majority voting 
This model assumes that predicted labels can be made 

from expert's majority voting as follows: 
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The Bayesian Network for this model shows the 
independencies between expert's annotations. Shaded nodes in 
Fig. 1 shows the available labels and unshaded one is the 
hidden reference label. 
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Fig. I. a: Baysian Network in Raykar Model[3]. b: Majority voting mode. 

c: Baysian Network in Karlik Model[5]. 

B. Raykar model 
Raykar at el [3] introduced confidence parameters to experts 
with a probabilistic approach. Its model tries to maximize the 
likelihood of data with respect to unknown parameters 
including actual labels, expert's sensitivity and specificity and 
classification weights parameters. As illustrated in the Fig. 1, 
this model which independently uses annotations has been 
derived from samples. Indeed, one can't be sure of 
independency of different people opinions in real world. This 
is because people's opinion may be influenced by their social 
behavior, style of their education. 

C. Kartik Model 
Kartik [5] tries to model different behavior of annotators 

on a given class. This model assumes that experts on data that 
are relatively similar (in a local manner) have almost the same 
accuracy in a separate cluster. In Fig. 1, the z variable defines 
the clusters. According to Fig. 1, it's been assumed that 
expert's labels are derived from both clusters and ground truth 
labels. 

D. Other Models 
Jin and Ghahramani [2] also discussed cases in which the 

training data has several labels which only one of them is true. 
Felipe Rodriguez [4] removed confidence parameters of 
annotators in different classes and introduced a single 
confidence parameter (Elite coefficient) while explores 
challenges such as increasing annotators or classes. This 
model separates random and appropriate labels by the means 
of confidence parameter to each annotator. Raykar [6] 
eliminates spammers by EM algorithm and calculates 
unknown parameters (including true labels, expert's 
confidence and weight parameters/coefficient for classifiers) 
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with a probabilistic approach. Valizadegan [7] proposed a 
model in a Bayesian network framework with assumption of 
knowing the reference model and the compatibility of labels 
with his model. Pablo at el [9] proposed a novel Bayesian 
nonparametric model for Crowdsourcing. In [10], Chen at el, 
presented a statistical decision making framework for budget 
allocation in the scenes of crowd labeling. 

In order to simplify the problem solving, the said models 
mainly assume independencies between experts. Real world's 
social experience indicates that consultation results_usually are 
more efficient. Thus in the following, we will introduce a 
cooperative model for learning from crowds. 

III. LEARNING FROM CROWDS 
Among existing methods to provide the proper 

mathematical basis for cooperative crowd sourcing, Raykar 
method will discuss as a reliable method, and comparisons 
done with this model. 
Scenario of supervised learning Contains training set D, 

(I) 

That it assumes N samples, each sample Xi EX is a d
dimensional feature vector and Y i EY is label of sample 
x i indicating its underlying class. For binary classification, 
Y E {D,I}. Y I 

is unknown ground-truth for 1ih sample. This 
value is hidden even for training data and instead there is R 
labels (R> 1) for any samples which derived from R annotators. 
The distribution of N samples and their labels is illustrated as 
follow: 

(2) 
Which Y ( is the label from /h annotator (expert) to /h 
sample. The goal is to fmd hidden labels for all samples, 
finding the confidence degree to annotators and obtain the 
weights of discriminant line so that the labels of test data can 
be inferred. 

A. Annotator model 
Without loss of generality, in binary classification, two 

parameter a and f3 expressed for modeling accuracy of 
annotators as follows: 
a1 := Pr[y 1 = 11 y = 1] 
In the case that label is one, the true positive rate (called 
sensitivity) for the /h annotator is defmed as the probability of 
labeling it as 1. 
/]1 := Pr[y J = 0 I y = 0] 
In another case, if the true label is zero, the specificity (I-false 
positive rate) is defined as the probability of labeling it as O. 

B. Classification model 
Probability function for class 1 is modeled by applying a 

logistic sigmoid function. So: 



Pr[y = l lx,ro ] = a(alx) ; a (z)=l / (1+e-Z) 
C. Estimation and learning 
The set of precisions for all annotators forms a vector with 

R members: 
a =[a l, ... ,a R ] , 
The set of all parameters can be defmed as () = {a, j3, OJ} 

D. Maximum likelihood estimator 
The sample distribution function given the parameters 
Pr(D I (}) with assumption of sample in dependences will be: 

N 1 R N 1 R (3) Pr(D 10) = ITPr[x;,y , ... ,y �] = ITPr[y , ... ,y �; ,0] 
i=l i=l 

Equation (3) can be separated for each class as: 
N 1 R Pr(D IB)=[1{Pr[y , ... ,y lYi =l,a]Pr[Yi =llxi,ro] i=1 

+ Pr[y 1 , ... ,y R I y ; = O,p]Pr[y ; = 0 I x; ,ron (4) 
By assuming independence between annotators, the first part 
of (4) can be expanded as follows: 
Pr[y 1 , ... ,y R Iy ; = 1,a ] = nPr[y( I y ; = l,aj ] = n[aj 1'! [I-a j ty! 

)=1 j=i 
And also for the next part, we have: 
Pr[yl , ... ,yR Iy; =0,j3] = [Uj3JtY([I-j3Jyf J�I 
Finally, the likelihood is summarized as follows: 

N Pr(D I (}) = IT[a;p; +b; (l- p; )] 
i=! 

p; := a(w T x) 
R , j  , 1_ j a; :=IT[alyi [I-al] Yi J�I 
R . 1_ j . j bj := IT [j3i] Yi [1-j3i yi 
l�1 

(5) 

(6) 

Parameters e can be estimated by maximizing the log 
likelihood [12] expression as follow: 
8ML ={a,,B,&} =argm;x{InPr[DIOn (7) 
An iterative EM Algorithm [11] here is performed for 
calculating parameters. 

N 
E{lnPr(D,y I O)} = Lf..J; lnp;a; +(1- f..J,)ln(1-p,)b; (8) 

i=l 
The expectation value is respect to Pr[y I D, 0] and j.1 is an 
estimate of the ground-truth 0') such that: 

P [y 11 1 II 0] 
aj Pj f..J; = r ; = y;, ... ,y; ,x;, = 

a,P, +bJI-p;) 
Based on obtained fl, each optimum value of each parameter e 
can be calculate by derivation from (8): 

N 
Lf..J;y ;' 

a j =� 
Lf..Jj 
i=l N 

L: (l-,ui )(l-y () 
IP = ,-,I �,-I ---;N.,-------

L:(i-,u,) i=! 
A Newton-Raphson method is used for calculating OJ: 

a/+I =a/ -17H-'g 

(9) 

(10) 
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Where g is first order derivative of (8) called Gradient vector: 
g(ro)=I:[f..J;-a(roTx;)]x; (11) 

1=1 
And hessian matrix (second order derivatives) will be: 

N T T T H(ro) =-L[a(w x,)][I-a(w xJ]x;x; (12) 
i=1 

The Expectation and Maximization steps, will be continued 
until convergence is achieved. As an initial point for fl, 
average voting of all experts is considered: 

R . 
j.1; =1/ RIj=IY( (13) 

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In previous crowd sourced learning tasks, annotations have 
been completely considered independent of each other. But we 
can do assumption of partial dependencies between annotators 
which is closer to real world's problems. The main idea of this 
paper is to consider a hierarchy scheme for modeling expert's 
annotations. This hierarchical models the communication of 
experts that has been influenced by their followee which has 
been followed in terms of task labeling. It's assumed that the 
following expert's annotations has been influenced by one 
level high in expertise hierarchy. It is obvious that the other 
decedent experts can give better annotation, if the root 
annotator in the hierarchy has the most expertise. Combining 
these nearly good labels, eventually leads to better results 
more accurate than the best annotation. In addition, it prevents 
deviation from followers which could occur in previous 
methods. The Bayesian Network of this model is illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Bayesian Network in the Proposed Model 

According to Fig. 2, labels of l' annotator are influenced by 
the unseen ground-truth 0') while affecting by annotations of 
its superior (j-ph expert). In practice, the ground-truth is not 
available but we have labels fromj-llh expert so better results 
than independency assumption of experts is expected. To 
solve this problem and to calculate the optimal parameters, a 
procedure like in [3] with minor changes has been performed. 
Considering dependencies between annotators, according to 
Bayes' rule, given labels of j_llit annotator, the l' one will be 
independent from others. On the other hand: p(yJ[yI, ... ,yJ-I,y ) =P(yJ lyJ-',y) 
Where y is the hidden ground-truth label. 

A. Maximum likelihood estimator in proposed method 
According to (3) we have: 



II' 1 R Pr(D IB)=IT{Pr[y , ... ,y Wi =1'!.i,a,jJ,f!.IlPr[Yi =IIXi,9:,jJ,wl (14) i=1 -

+ Pr[y' , ... ,y R I y i = O'!.i ,a,jJ,f!.IlPr[y i =0 I Xi ,9:,f!,W]} 

By eliminating the underlining variables, (14) can be 
simplified as follows: 

N , R Pr(D I e) = n {Pr[y , ... ,y lY i = l,a,p]Pr[y i = 11 X "m] i�1 (15) 
+Pr[y', ... ,yR IYi =O,a,p]Pr[Yi =Olxi,m]} 
The fust part of (15) can be expanded as follows: 
ai =Pr[Y;,oo"YiR IYi =l,a,p] 

[ 1 ] R . .  1 R . =Pr y lYi =l,a IlPr[yl Iyl- 'Yi =1,a,,B]=Bi IlA/ 
j� j� 

According to [3] Bi is: 

Bi =Pr [y l lYi =1,a J=[ alJ! [1-a'T-Y! 
To extend the expression A/ and model the connection of 
experts through this hierarchical scheme, the following 
conditions should be considered: 
• This estimation should be in range [0,1 ] to keep its 

probability nature. 
• The more probability of positive true labeling by followee 

expert (greater aj-' ), should causes incrementing 
probability of positive true labeling by follower expert 
(increment aj). This amount of increment depends on 
value of aj-' . 

• The more probability of negative true labeling by followee 
expert (greater pJ-I), should causes decrementing 
probability of positive true labeling by follower expert 
(decrement al). This amount of decrement depends on 
value of ,BJ-I . 

According to above notes, the term A / is expanded as 
follows: 
A/ =[ZllJJ/-ly/ [l-ZllJJ/-l(l-yi)[ZI/J/(I-y/-I) 
[ j J(1-Yi )(1-Yi-') z 12 
For the rest of mathematically derivations, A! can be 
expressed as: 

c: =(-l)(I-Y{) 
[ZI/y;J-'ly! =Pr[y( =lly,U-') =1'Yi =1] 
Z II

i = ai + (1- ai )ai-I 

[ZI
/y/(I-YiU-ll) =Pr[y( =IIYiU-') =O'YI =1] 

Z i = ai - pi-Iai 
12 

WherePr[y( =IIYi(J-') =1'Yi =1], y( is influenced by 
the y (-I . So given that y (-I = 1, the probability of y: = 1 
should be increased and in Pr[y ( = 11 Y i(J-I) = O,y i = 1] 
because y:-I = 0 , the probability of Y: = 1 should be 
decreased. And also we have: 
[l-z,/J('('-Yf) =Pr[y( =OlY;-1 =l'Yi =lJ 
=l-Pr[y( =llyrl =1'Yi =1] 
[1-zl/J(I-Yt)(I-Y(-') =Pr[y( =OlYtl =O'Yi =IJ 

I -Pr[y( =lly;-' =O'Yi =1] 
F or the second term of (15) we have: 
hi =Pr[yI, ... ,yR IYi =O,a,,B]= ITPr[yj lyJ-"Yi =O,a,,B]Pr [y'lYi =O,a J=K(Di 

j�2 
K( = fI [(1-y( )+C( z 2/ Jil [(1-y( )+C( z 2/ fY!' 

1�2 

Z 2li = pi _ai-1pi 

Z 2/ = pi + (1-pi ) pi-I 
Hence, the likelihood function is defined as follows: 

N Pr(D I e) = Il [ai Pi +bi (1-Pi)] 
1=1 

Pi := a(w T x) 
Parameters e can be estimated by maximizing the log 
likelihood expression: 
BML = {a,/J,m} = arg m:x{lnPr[D I eJ} (18) 

B. EM algorithm for parameter optimization 
Based on the value obtained for fJ from (8), optimum values of 
each parameters e in our proposed method can be calculated by 
deriving from (8) and replacing values ai' bi and Pi in it 
(proofs are in appendix): 
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N 
E{lnPr[D,y Ie]} = L f.1.i InPi ai +(1- f.1.,)ln(1-pJbi i=1 
_a£--'.( I_n P_r [:...,..D

, 
_, y_1 e..::.:...D _ � ( N ) _ - , Lf.1.i InPA - 0  aa1 aa1 i �1 

. "N II.'P. 
aJ == L..J, =r, , L��Pi 
Where: 

CJ xTj -DIJaJ-' tp! = I I , (1-aJ-' )(1-jJJ-') 

T/ =y( -1-jJJ-'y( +jJJ-'_(aJ-'_ jJJ-') yJ-'(yJ -I) 

DIJ = ( 1-jJJ-')(I_ y(-') 

C/ = (_l)(l-Y!) 

(19) 

In (19) the optimal value of aJ is normalized similarity 
between fJi and 'I'{ . Due to involving variables aj-I and IP-' 



in calculating of 'I'{ , this it means that they have rule to 
obtaining ai (the probability of true positive labeling) for the 

Jih annotator. While in Raykar model, the optimal value of ai 
was just dependent to similarity between labels of lh 
annotators and J1 so it was independent of labels from other 
annotators. Similarly proved: 

where 

T/ = y f + y f -/ y f ai -/ + y f pi -/ -y f -/ y f pi -/ ) 
D2i = (J -ai-/ )yf 
C! =(-i)('-Y{) 

(20) 

Conducted interpretation on (19) also applies in (20). 
Updating Discriminant weights is according to (11) and (12). 
Pseudocode of Cooperative crowdsourcing is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. Note that if there is no prior knowledge about the 
ordering of annotator's expertise, we can order them by 
ranking annotator algorithm described in [13] as a 
preprocessing. In this algorithm, initial (i) can be generated by 
random sampling from a normal distribution (randn Matlab 
function). Also duo to each annotator is better than random 
classifier, the initial values of a and fJ randomly selected in 
interval (0.5,1). 

Input: 
A training set X = {x, r=, with n instances x, E lR and 

y = {y ( }7�1' y( E{-I,+I}O=l:R) with Rexpert. 

A test set X lesl 
Output: 

Predicted label set Y for X lesl 
Algorithm: 

Step 1.1 initialize 11 based on average voting 
,u, =l I R I7�IY ( 

Step 1.2 Obtain a and fJ based on J1 using (9), (10) and 

initialize (i) 
Step 2. Calculate aJ andfor IF based on ai-I and IF-' 

aJ = L�ll1i'l'/ W L�,(I- 11.)<1>/ 
L�ll1i L�JI- l1i) 

Step 3. Update gradient vector and hessian matrix 

gem) = I: [II, -a{a{ x, )}, 
,=1 

N 
H (co) = -L[a(w T x, )1[I-a(w T x, )lx; x, 

i=l 
Step 4. UpdateO): 0)1+1 =0)1 -17H -'g 
Step 5. Update 11 f1 = 

a,p, 
, 

a, p, + b, (1-p,) 
Step 6. If convergence criterion is not reached go to Step 2. 
Step 7. Calculate label set Y for X lesl : Y = mT X,'" 

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the proposed method 
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V. EXPERIMENT 

Initially the experiments where carried on synthetic datasets, 
where the true labels exist, hence we can calculate the 
accuracy of models using the given tags. But this ground-truth 
are not involved in learning phase. To create different 
annotations, four classifiers are trained with 30% of data and 
their prediction on other 70% is considered as annotation's 
labels. The process of label production for datasets illustrated 
in Fig. 4. The entire data set are divided into three partitions 
PI, P2 and P3. Specified classifiers trained on PI and their 
predictions on P2, used as inputs of crowdsourcing algorithm 
for training. Then, learned algorithm is evaluated on P3. The 
accuracy can be calculated by comparing estimated labels of 
algorithm (y ) for P3 and original tags. For more certainty, 
any experiment is performed 10 times and the averaged results 
is placed in tables. 

A. SYNTHETIZED DATASET 

KNN classifier assumed as the best annotator on P2 with 
highest accuracy. Comments of other experts will be created 
in such a way that only in some cases which followee 
annotator labeled them correct, follower annotator labels them 
wrong. In this manner, there will be new annotations from 
experts with lower accuracy. The main property of this dataset 
is that in such samples that two following experts have 
different label, the above followee annotator have true label. 
Therefore, with cooperating in this state, better results are 
expected. Experiments illustrate this fact. 

T ABLE I. COMPARING PROPOSED AND RA YKAR MODEL ON SYTHESIZED 

DATASET 

Train and Test Accuracy 
Model Train Test # Train # Test 

Accuracy Accuracy data data 
Raykar Model 0.74 80 0.7724 500 170 
The Proposed 0.7760 0.7800 500 170 Model 

Accordmg to nature of thIS dataset, better results are due to 
imitation from followee experts. TABLE II shows how to make 
labels in this case. 

TABLE II. PROCEDURE OF LABEL GENERATION 

Annotators True or False Labeling 
Expert I * .j .j .j .j X .j .j .j .j .j .j .j 
Expert 2 .j .j .j .j X .j X .j .j .j .j .j 
Expert 3 X X .j .j X .j X .j .j .j .j .j 
Expert 4 X X .j .j X .j X .j .j .j .j X 
Expert 5 X X .j .j X .j X .j X .j .j X 



Data for learning 
Classifier{X, Y}'EPl 

Data or learning 

Crowdsourcing 

{X, Y},epz 

Data or Test 
Crowd sourcing 

[X'Y}'eP3 

TrainSVM 

u = 10 C = 9 

Train KNN 

TrainSVM 

u=2 C=l 

Train C4.5 

Output Predicted 
labels y 

Fig. 4. Chart of production labels and training in crowdsourcingframework 

In Table II, rows indicate that expert's labels are true or not. 
As it is clear, follower experts do not correct any of upper 
one's faults. Therefore, in datasets like this (which may not 
happen in the real world) using the proposed method, will 
certainly improve the results and the above experiment proves 
this claim. 
Fig. 5 illustrates test accuracy changes in synthetic data during 
iterations. From this appearing convergence, it is obvious that 
whole both models are converging to specific points. 

0.8 
0.79 
0.78 

{)' 0.77 
e � 0.76 
u; 
" 
t- 0.75 

0.74 
0.73 

Comparing Test Accuracy 

--tr- Raykar method -+- Proposed method 

O.72'---+-'-------'--------'----L-----'--------'---10 20 30 40 50 60 
Number of Itration 

Fig. 5. Comparing test accuracy in Raykar and Proposed method 

B. VCl datasets 
In this section, comparisons over two UCI datasets are 
presented. Results of experiments in terms of accuracy, is 
shown in Table IV. Note that to train and test both methods, 
based on PI, P2 and P3. Results show the improvement of our 
proposed method. 
T ABLE Ill. COMPARING ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED AND RA YKAR MODEL 

ON UCT DATASET. DIGITS IN PARENTHESIS ARE #INSTANCES, #CLASSES AND 
# FEATURES RESPECTIVEL Y. 

Raykar Model Proposed Model 
Dataset Train I Test Train I Test 

Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy 
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PID' 73.25 77.24 74.25 77.98 (768, 2, 8) 
lonosphere2 84.00 64.24 86.00 64.71 (351, 2, 33) 

C. MlNST \" dataset 
As an application of crowd sourcing tasks, we have done 
experiments on MNIST dataset. This dataset contains 
handwritten numbers from digits 0 to 9 having a training set of 
60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples separately. 
This dataset is frequently used in image processing and 
machine learning papers. The minimum classification error 
rate reached, (due to its difficulty even for human) 0.2%, 
which is obtained by human as the best classifier [8]. Some 
instances of this dataset are shown in Fig. 6. For example, 
number 9 in the last row and the third column, may be 
mistaken with 4 by human. The size of each image is 28x28 
pixels, which includes 784 features has the curse of 
dimensionality, hence feature extraction is necessary. 
According to [8] matrix C is used to map input data to a 
reduced space. 

4 4 !5 !5 

mill. rill 
6 6 7 7 

eG1iI1II 
8 8 9 9 

610mB 
Fig. 6. MNlST Handwritten image examples. Actual labels is specified above 

of each image 

As clearly shown in results in table IV, in most experiments, 
the proposed method overcomes its competitor because it 
models following from almost best experts. According to 

I https://archive.ics.uci.edulml/datasets/Pima+lndians+Diabetes 

T https:llarchive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Ionosphere 

T Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technology (database of 
handwritten digits used for training image processing systems) 



following from more expertise persons, the probability of error 
correction in annotators increases. 

TABLE IV. COMPARING ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED AND RA YKAR MODEL 

ON MNIST DATASET 

Train and Test Accuracy 
Model Train Accuracy Test Accuracy 

Raykar Model 94.50 91.00 
The Proposed 95.25 95.00 Model 

VI. CONCLUTTONS 

In real world's crowd sourcing tasks, local annotators have 
often some kind of similarity such as equal education, equal 
culture, etc. Therefor the modeling of following from more 
expert, can prevent from diversion of goal. In the earlier 
version of learning from crowds in literature, the asswnption 
of dependencies between annotators are made for 
simplification of derivations, although it is not always true. In 
this paper, a specific way of cooperation of experts in 
crowdsourcing tasks is discussed. Which is counterpoint of 
independency assumption of annotators. Derivations done via 
an EM algorithm to obtain the parameters. Experimental 
results over synthetic and real datasets shows the superiority 
of performance and efficiency of model in terms of accuracy. 

VII. ApPENDIX 

The proof of (19) is presented here. 
N 

E{lnPr[D,y Ie]} = LII, lnp, a, +(1-11, )In(1-p, )b, 
i=1 

aE(lnpr[D,Ylen_�(.N .In .. ) 
a j - a j L fl, P, a, 

a a ,�I 

=� (i fl' In (0'(0/ x , )B, TIAi)J=O aa '�I j�2 

When: 
C/ = (_I)O-Y;) 

a [.N [ ( . ) .R [(1-. Y.O+]Yr-1 [(1-. y.O+](1-Yr-1) ll 
=> -j 'Lfl, Ina o/x, + 'LIn = 0 aa 1=1 J=2 C(Z\I C(ZlI2 

8 [N [Jt2Y(-'ln [(I-Y()+C(ZJII]+ ]] 
==> -. L, Ji, = 0 8aJ '�I 

Jt2 (1-y;-I )In [(1-y!)+C( z J 12] 

z(, =aJ +(I-aJ)aJ-' 
z (2 = aJ -jJJ-IaJ 
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After replacing values x, z and C in above equation and 
simplification 

N [Yf-/(J-o.J-/)C((J-Yf+C/ZJI2)+ 1 
=> L fl, ( . 1 ) ( . I) . ( . ..) 

= 0 
'�I J-y( J-/]1- C( J-y(+C(zJII 

=>I flJC( r [z J 12 (y;-I - Y ;-lo.J-I) + z J IJ 1 -pJ-I)( 1 -y;-/)] 1=1 
N . . = L fl,C( xT/ i=1 
N N 

=> L, flJC()2 [Zf12D1f +zfllD2f ] = L, fl,C( xT/ i=l i=1 
finally, we have 

N j 
J. Li=lfl/l'i a = _c....:c---'----"_ 

L�=lfli 
. Cf xTi -D1faf-1 'l'J= I I 

I (1 -aJ-1 )(1 -pf-I) 
T/ = Y! -1 -pi-! Y! + pi-! -(ai-! -pi-! )yi-! (y f -1) 
DJi =(1-pJ-I)(1-y;-l) 
This procedure can be done also to proof (20). 
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